
NOTE WITH Oswald Imposter Batch “B.” 

See Batch “B” letyter “K” for Hal’s comments. Use these to formulate an approach to 
this matter. In his 5/25/72 letter to Jones Harris in which he lays ground work for the 

WC’s lengths it went to avoid dealing with this issue. He gives WCR citations that I need 
to check out. This to substantiate the fact that the WC was aware of this aspect of thye 
case and did nothing. 

Did the WC have the Bolton Ford story? He says in Doc. K that the FBI withheld the 
documentation supporting this story from the Commission. Reason to check out the 
citations on the following document in Batch “B.” 

Also I need to check out WW I or WW II for Hal’s writing on the Oswald impostor.
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documentation supporting this story from the Commission. Reason to check out the 
citations on the following document in Batch “B.” 

Also I need to check out WW I or WW II for Hal’s writing on the Oswald impostor. 

Note there were dozens of accounts of an Oswald imposter . I am only dealing with those 
that were credible enough to have warranted the WC’s interest (if they knew of them) to 
investigate. 

In one of these Batches there are news stories in which WC assistant counselors reported 

not being apprised of the Oswald imposter stories. The one that drew most comment was 
the Hoover note to the SD about a possible imposter holding Oswald’s birth certificate/ or 
passport. Slawson in one press story said he never heard of this while Willens said he 
thought he had, etc. ...


